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”If the repayment time were to come six months or one year after the loan has

been taken out, even if the borrower had the cash ready in his pocket, he or she

would hesitate to give it back because it’s such a large amount and large

amounts are di�cult to part with”

Muhammad Yunus, Banker to the Poor, p.113

”It is hard to take a huge wad of bills out of one’s pocket and pay the lender.

There is enormous temptation from oneˆas family to use that money to meet

immediate consumption needs...Borrowers find this incremental process easier

than having to accumulate money to pay a lump sum because their lives are

always under strain, always di�cult.”

Muhammad Yunus, ibid., p.117



The microfinance “revolution”?

I Microfinance has a positive, but not transformative, impact on the lives of
microentrepreneurs (Banerjee et al., 2015; Crépon et al., 2015; Angelucci
et al., 2015).

I Only a modest share of the entrepreneurial activities held by microfinance
borrowers usually grow beyond the subsistence level (Field et al., 2013;
Fischer, 2013).

I “Missing-middle” in the firms’ distribution in less developed economies and
lack of sophisticated credit contracts that fit firms’ financial needs (Beck,
2007).



Motivation of this paper

The standard microfinance contract appears insu�cient to address the financial
needs of micro and small enterprises:

I Current structure: frequent repayments; no repayment holidays (including
grace-period); no renegotiation of credit conditions;

I Borrowers are forced to undertake low-risk but also low-return
investments:

I This impedes them to grow beyond subsistence level (e.g. Fischer 2013);

I The loan schedule is unsuitable for borrowers with strong
seasonality-businesses (e.g. dairy farmers, Czura, 2015).



Changing contract terms?

I How about introducing repayment flexibility in microfinance contracts?

I In theory, it is a very appealing contract feature to help borrowers manage
their debt.



Research questions

I Can the provision of repayment flexibility within microfinance contracts
promote economic growth among small firms without damaging
Microfinance Institutions (MFIs)?

I Which borrowers are more likely to select the flexible contract if they are
given the possibility to choose between a rigid and a flexible repayments
schedule?

I Can a well-designed contract structure screen out present-biased and
low-quality entrepreneurs from the flexible contract?



Repayment Flexibility in microfinance contracts

I Field, Pande, Papp and Rigol (AER, 2013): “exogenous” introduction
of a grace-period:

I Increase in short-run business investment, long-run profits.
I But also default rates.

I Czura (2015), wp: flexible repayment schedule to dairy farmers:
I No significant di�erences in delinquencies between rigid and flexible

repayment schedule



Information Asymmetries and Repayment Flexibility

Information asymmetries in credit markets generate two types of risks for MFIs
o�ering repayment flexibility:

I Adverse Selection: ex-ante, present-biased borrowers may be more likely
to choose the flexible contract because they underestimate the future
repayment obligation which will come later in time.

I Moral Hazard

The lender’s problem: screen across borrowers to o�er the flexible contract to
the ”right” customers.



Theoretical model

I I develop an Adverse Selection model of repayment flexibility and study
the e�ects of introducing a repayment holiday in the contract (both
options are available simultaneously).

I High-quality entrepreneurs (who use the repayment holiday to produce
more).

I Low-quality entrepreneurs (who fail to comply with the flexible repayment
schedule).

I I study how the lender’s profit changes according to the composition of the
borrowers’ pool.



Theoretical model

I Monopolistic lender, endowed with a capacity – Ø 1;

I „ is the share of good borrowers in the pool, 1≠„ the share of bad
borrowers;

I No initial endowment: in period 0, each borrower receives one unit of
capital from the lender that can be invested in:

I Investment opportunity 1, which generates a certain income yL each period,
starting from period 1 (short-term activity)

I Investment opportunity 2, which generates a certain income yH , but only
starting at time 2 (long-term activity)

I The following condition holds:

”y

H > y

L + ”y

L



Theoretical model

I modelise borrowers’ time inconsistency with quasi-hyperbolic discounting.

Ut = ut + —i

TX

·=t+1

”·≠t
u·

where ut Ø 0, ” œ [0, Œ) and —i œ (0; 1], i={B, G}.
I I assume that —G=1, e.g. good borrowers are time-consistent.
I Bad borrowers, instead, are present-biased, with —B œ (0; 1).
I The di�erence between good and bad borrowers lies in their degree of

impatience:
I Good borrowers discount the present and the future consistently;
I Bad borrowers discount future payo�s more heavily than present ones.



Repayment Schedules

I Rigid Contract:
I Borrowers receive a unit of capital at time t

0

and repay at both t
1

and t
2

.
I Conditional on a successful repayment, they will be able to borrow again at

time t
3

(continuation value V )

I Flexible Contract:
I Borrowers have to repay their entire debt at time 2.



An example of hyperbolic discounting:
when to repay the loan

I On day t=1, a borrower faces the choice to repay today (R
1

) or repay
tomorrow (R

2

) her loan;

I Assume repaying today generates utility of -10

I Not repaying today generates utility of -22 in the future (she has to repay
the entire loan tomorrow)

I Because of limited liability, not repaying at all makes the borrower lose
access to future credit: -25 at time 3.

I Borrower has quasi-hyperbolic preferences with —=0.5 and ”=1.



What does her decision look like in t= 1

I Repay today
U

1

(R
1

) = ≠10 + 0.5(≠10 + 0) = ≠15

I Repay tomorrow

U

1

(R
2

) = 0 + 0.5(≠22 + 0) = ≠11

I Don’t repay
U

1

(NR) = 0 + 0.5(0 ≠ 25) = ≠12.5
I If she is o�ered a rigid and a flexible repayment schedule, she will opt for

the flexible schedule.



On day t= 2, what does she decide?

I Repay today
U

2

(R
2

) = ≠22 + 0.5(0 + 0) = ≠22

I Don’t repay
U

2

(NR) = 0 + 0.5(0 ≠ 25) = ≠12.5

I She does not follow her t=1 preferences at t=2;

I Her preferences are time inconsistent.



First Best

If information about borrowers’ type (good and bad) was perfectly observable:
I The lender would choose the flexible and the rigid repayment schedule to

maximise the joint surplus of the borrowers and the lenders

I The lender would o�er the flexible schedule to all good borrowers, as they
are time-consistent;

I About bad borrowers:
I He would o�er the rigid repayment schedule to bad borrowers if they are

very present-biased;
I He would o�er the flexible repayment schedule if they are relatively

time-consistent.



Rigid Contract

I Assume the MFI o�ers to its customers only the standard rigid contract:
I If borrowers opt for the “short-term” business activity, their utility will be:

U t
ST = yL ≠ P r + —i”(yL ≠ P r ) + —”2V

I If they opt for the “long-term” business activity instead, their utility will be:

U t
LT = ≠P r + —i”(yH ≠ P r )

I In the rigid contract the lender requires borrowers to make regular
repayments:

I Borrowers should always opt for the short-term business activity, if they
want to have access to future credit.



Rigid Contract

I The lender must set a repayment that satisfies the following Incentive
Compatibility Constraint:

y

L ≠ P

r + —i”(yL ≠ P

r ) + —”2

V Ø 0 + —”(yH ≠ P

r ) (ICC)
I For good borrowers, the maximum incentive-compatible repayment will be:

P

r Æ ”2

V ≠ [”y

H ≠ (1 + ”)yL] = P

r
G (ICG)

For bad borrowers, instead, it will be:

P

r Æ —”2

V ≠ [—”y

H ≠ (1 + ”)yL] = P

r
B (ICB)



Rigid Contract

I In order to receive regular repayments in each period, the binding IC (for a
pooling equilibrium) is:

Pr Æ P

r
B

I The lender will set:

P

r = y

L < P

r
B

I The profit that satisfies the lender’s constrained maximization problem is:

⇧r = (1 + ”)yL ≠ 1



Mixed Separating Contract with a Flexible Option
I If borrowers opt for the “short-term” business activity in the rigid

repayment contract, their utility will be:

U

t
ST = y

L ≠ Pr + —i”(yL ≠ Pr ) + ”2

V

I If they opt for the “short-term” business activity in the flexible
repayment contract, their utility will be:

U

t
ST = y

L + —”(yL ≠ Pf ) + ”2

V

I If they opt for the “long-term” business activity in the rigid repayment
contract, their utility will be:

U

t
LT = ≠Pr + —i”(yH ≠ Pr )

I If they opt for the “long-term” business activity in the flexible
repayment contract, their utility will be:c,

U

t
LT = 0 + —i”y

H + ”2

V



Mixed Contract - Bad Borrowers

I (Not shown here): Bad borrowers prefer the short-term activity in the
flexible repayment schedule if —B < —B

f

I Intuition: they value more their present utility (they enjoy the return from
their business activity without the repayment burden)

I The lender needs to keep in mind the above condition when setting the
repayment for the rigid contract;

I The ICC for bad borrowers with —B < —B
f is:

y

L ≠ P

r + —B”(yL ≠ P

r ) Ø y

L + —B”(yL ≠ P

f ) (ICB)

I What happens if P

r =P

f ? ICB never satisfied: everyone will opt for the
flexible schedule



Mixed Contract - Good and Bad Borrowers

I From ICB, the following condition is derived:

P

r Æ —B”
1+—B” P

f = P

r

I Note that —B”
1+—B” is always < 1:

I The max IC repayment in the rigid contract for bad borrowers must always
be smaller than the repayment in the flexible contract.

I ”Easiest” way of setting up the payments: fixing P

r =y

L and then set P

f to
satisfy bad and good borrowers’ ICC.



Mixed Contract - Good and Bad Borrowers

I If the repayment for the rigid schedule is set at y

L, the following condition
must be satisfied:

y

L Æ —B”
1+—B” P

f = P

r

I With a few calculations:

P

f Ø 1+—B”
—B” y

L = P

f .

I The lender will thus set the price for the flexible schedule as:

P

f œ [ 1+”
” y

L; yH).



Mixed Contract - Lender’s Profit

I Let’s assume that ˆ̂—B is the average present-bias for bad borrowers with —B

Ø —B
f , i.e. ˆ̂—B œ [—B

f ; 1].

I The lender will end up with a profit of:

⇧ú
mixed =

8
><

>:

„” 1+” ˆ̂—B

” ˆ̂—B
y

L + (1 ≠ „)(1 + ”)yL ≠ 1 if —B < —f
B

” 1+” ˆ̂—B

” ˆ̂—B
y

L ≠ 1 if —B Ø —f
B



Theoretical model - Summary of Results

I If the lender only o�ers the rigid repayment contract:
I Borrowers are forced to invest in low-risk/low-return business activities.

I If both the rigid and the flexible contract are available:
I Separating contract exists in which all bad borrowers choose the rigid

contract;
I It dominates any other contract when a significant share of borrowers are

time-inconsistent.

I If, instead, borrowers are all time-consistent, the optimal strategy would be
to o�er them only a contract with a grace-period.



Theoretical model



Take-up of the flexible contract

Figure : Lender’s profit as a function of Pf , when —B Ø —f
B and Pr = yL



Take-up of the flexible contract

p(take up flexible) =

8
>>><

>>>:

(0; 1] if P

f < 1+”
” y

L · ’—B

0 if P

f > 1+”
” y

L · —B < —f
B

(0; 1] if P
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” y
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B
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f > y

H · ’—B



Experiment

I Lab-in-the-field games with 150 microentrepreneurs living and working in
Kolkata, India, in October 2015. business activities

I All group-lending borrowers, eligible for individual lending.

I The experiments included:
I A game to test for subjects’ willingness to pay (WTP) for a rigid versus a

flexible repayment contract;
I A risk-elicitation task;
I Two lotteries to ascertain subjects’ time preferences and time-consistency.

I Information on subjects’ household composition, details on their business
activities, as well as aspirations and entrepreneurship.



Descriptive statistics

Table : Descriptive Statistics

Panel A
Variable mean median sd
gender 0.07 0 0.25
age 38.05 38 8.77
marital status 0.95 1 0.21
income 214,460 120,000 287,592
household size 3.79 4 1.20
n. loans 1.17 1 0.37
average loan size 24633.33 20000 20047.4
monthly sales 29,138.93 12,500 56,823.07
Panel B
Variable mean median sd
take-up rate 0.47 0 0.50
risk tolerance 4.1 4 1.76
time consistent 0.69 1 0.46
financially literate 1.75 2 0.73
Number of subjects 150



Lotteries Protocol - Time Preferences



Lotteries Protocol - Time Preferences



Lotteries Protocol - Willingness-to-Pay



Willingness-To-Pay lottery
“Rigid contract at 28% p.a. versus a flexible contract at...” lender’s profit



Selection e�ect

I observe three types of borrowers:

I Type 1: prefers the flexible repayment schedule, but only at a moderate
cost;

I Type 2: prefers the flexible repayment schedule, even for higher interest
rates.

I ”Unexpected” Type 3: always prefers the rigid repayment schedule to the
flexible repayment schedule;



Empirical strategy

I I study the sensitivity of the demand for repayment flexibility to di�erent
prices of the flexible contract;

I I estimate the following regression equation where the unit of observation is
subject i ’s choice in decision j:

take upi,j =–
0

+
JX

j=1

–jchoicej + ‘ij (1)



Results - Take-up rate
Table : Subjects’ preference for rigid versus flexible contract

(1) (2)
Dep. Var. take-up take-up
flexible at 27% -0.005 -0.005

(0.041) (0.040)
flexible at 28% -0.043 -0.044

(0.041) (0.040)
flexible at 29% -0.206*** -0.207***

(0.043) (0.041)
flexible at 30% -0.324*** -0.322***

(0.049) (0.046)
flexible at 31% -0.518*** -0.504***

(0.070) (0.064)
risk averse -0.018

(0.029)
time consistent -0.025

(0.031)
financial literate -0.045**

(0.019)
log(sales) 0.053***

(0.012)
gender -0.184***

(0.060)
age -0.008***

(0.002)
Observations 900 900

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1



Results - Take-up rate



Results - Take-up rate



Empirical strategy

I I interact the set of dummies choicej with borrowers’ characteristics (risk
aversion, time consistency, entrepreneurship, financial literacy):

take upi,j = “
0

+ Xi +
JX

j=1

“jchoicej +
JX

j=1

◊jXi ◊ choicej + ‘ij (2)



Results - Take-up rate w/Borrowers’ Characteristics
(1) (2)

Dep. Var. take-up take-up
flexible at 27% -0.013 -0.050

(0.066) (0.316)
flexible at 28% -0.053 -0.250

(0.065) (0.317)
flexible at 29% -0.139** -0.553

(0.068) (0.360)
flexible at 30% -0.207*** -0.688

(0.072) (0.431)
flexible at 31% -0.423*** -2.033***

(0.093) (0.773)
risk averse 0.024 -0.016

(0.059) (0.029)
risk averse ◊ flexible at 27% 0.013

(0.083)
risk averse ◊ flexible at 28% 0.015

(0.082)
risk averse ◊ flexible at 29% -0.110

(0.088)
risk averse ◊ flexible at 30% -0.212**

(0.103)
risk averse ◊ flexible at 31% -0.143

(0.138)
log(sales) 0.052*** 0.030

(0.012) (0.023)
log(sales) ◊ flexible at 27% 0.005

(0.033)
log(sales) ◊ flexible at 28% 0.022

(0.033)
log(sales) ◊ flexible at 29% 0.036

(0.037)
log(sales) ◊ flexible at 30% 0.038

(0.044)
log(sales) ◊ flexible at 31% 0.149**

(0.072)
time consistent -0.024 -0.026

(0.031) (0.031)
financial literate -0.044** -0.046**

(0.019) (0.020)
Observations 900 900

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1



Results - Take-up rate w/Borrowers’ Characteristics



Results - Take-up rate w/Borrowers’ Characteristics



Lender’s profit

Figure : Contracts Comparison

Back to Experiment



Conclusions

I I study, both theoretically and experimentally, the impact of endogenously
introducing repayment flexibility in microfinance contracts.

I From a theoretical point of view, a mixed contract with both a flexible and
a rigid microfinance schedule dominates any other contract, when
borrowers have problems of self-control.

I Lab-in-the-field games confirm the model’s predictions:
I More entrepreneurial borrowers are more likely than less entrepreneurial ones

to take-up the flexible contract
I

And even more so when the flexible contract is more expensive;

I Risk-averse borrowers are more likely to stick to the rigid contract when this
is cheaper than the flexible contract.



Conclusions

I Borrowers’ characteristics can be predictive of flexible contracts’ take-up
rates, when the price of the contract is used to screen across borrowers.

I Still, repayment flexibility may be less attractive than commonly thought.
I Provision of financial and business training to boost take-up rates

I Further experimental research needed to study the impact of more
sophisticated contracts that better fit borrowers’ characteristics
(risk-aversion, time preferences) and their type of business activity.



Subjects’ business activities

Table : Subjects’ occupations

Type of Primary Occupation Frequency %
Shop - Electronics, Clothes, Food 34 22.67%
Tailor - Garment Manufacturer 32 21.33%
Petty Shop (Vegetables/Grains/Snacks) 11 7.33%
Contractors 11 7.33%
Handicrafts/Artisans 8 5.33%
Others 56 37.33%
Total 150 100%

Back to Experiment
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